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hibernation is a process that allows a
system to store its ram contents to a file on
the hard disk. an operating system's ram
contents are immediately copied to the
hard disk when the system suspends or
hibernates. the hibernation file contains
the ram contents, the hidden virtual
memory area, the system registry and
other user-specific data. this file is typically
stored in the hibernation subdirectory of
the c: drive. the elcomsoft system recovery
wizard is the simplest way to get started
with the investigation. it allows: access to
encrypted volumes for virtual offline
investigation without saving the data to
another volume decrypting volumes and
containers for the first time creating a
virtual forensic workstation in a few mouse
clicks connecting encrypted volumes and
containers to other computers for remote
investigation writing an investigative report
once installed, elcomsoft system recovery
automatically starts on all computers. the
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program provides easy access to the tool's
features: full support for veracrypt,
luks/luks2, bitlocker, and filevault disk
encryption types; fast startup; support for
mounting encrypted volumes; and data
transfer to a computer that has not been
set up as a forensic workstation. elcomsoft
system recovery allows conducting a
virtual offline investigation of a storage
device, since the tool can read the files in
an encrypted container without the need to
store them to another volume. all tools can
be performed in windows 7, 8, and 8.1
operating systems. elcomsoft system
recovery supports up to three user
accounts on a single computer.
additionally, it allows tracking and
reporting on the investigation progress.
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elcomsoft forensic disk decryptor is the
only bitlocker recovery solution that allows
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you to recover the exact physical location
of encrypted volumes on a mac. the utility
allows you to recover the physical location

of encrypted volumes on a mac without
requiring the users' password. elcomsoft

forensic disk decryptor is the only tool that
can read and process all bitlocker volumes

that are created on a windows system.
although this program is not able to

decrypt the containers that are encrypted
on a mac, it can recover the password that

was used to encrypt the bitlocker
container. the utility allows you to easily
decrypt bitlocker volumes on a windows

system and display their physical location
on the computer's hard disk drive. unlike

other bitlocker recovery solutions,
elcomsoft forensic disk decryptor is able to

show the exact physical location of the
encrypted volumes on a mac or windows

system. this utility reads encrypted
volumes that have been created on a
windows system and decrypts them
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without requiring any user password. when
a computer hibernates, its logical memory
contents are saved to a special file, called
hibernation file or session file, located on
the users hard disk. this file contains the

information needed to restore the
computers memory to its state when the

computer was powered down. the
hibernation file contains the binary keys
used to encrypt and decrypt the volume
data. extraction of these keys from the

hibernation file is how elcomsoft forensic
disk decryptor operates and is the main

focus of this article. to extract the
hibernation file from hibernation.pth file,
elcomsoft forensic disk decryptor uses a
binary peimager tool. it is a relatively old

tool, but still one of the most powerful ones
available. just check the pei demo video

below to see it in action. 5ec8ef588b
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